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It wasn’t that long ago that there was

only one way to go about growing a

business as a service provider; i.e. a

hypnotherapist or coach. The old

approach was simple but hard to

maintain. 1. Rent an office space. 2.

Find clients willing to pay for your

services. 3. Deliver those services by

trading your time for money.

Many small business owners still

follow this old approach. But it is

outdated and prevents you from ever

achieving real freedom. And it

prevents you from being able to scale

your business.

 

A NEW APPROACH



True Freedom: Freedom from needing a day job
or other income ever again. And freedom from

getting trapped in your own business, the trap of
feeling like an over worked employee even though

you own the business.

Deep Purpose: A full sense of meaning to your life
and your business. A deep sense that you are part

of something bigger than just yourself.

Increasing Success: This new approach will help
you unlock multiple streams of income in your
business. Some of which will be set up to run
automatically, allowing you to make revenue

without any extra effort.

That’s where the new approach comes in. If you learn
how to implement the new approach,

you can tap into:
 

 

 

 
Let’s break down the new approach with 8 simple steps.

 



STEP ONE

Operating a small business without a

physical office is the best way to start out

nowadays. Especially with a coaching or

hypnotherapy business. All you need is a

computer and a small, simple space in

your home to use as an office.

 

SETUP YOUR
ONLINE OFFICE 



Largely because you can conduct your

sessions and deliver your programs

through Zoom. Which allows you to work

remotely and help anyone from anywhere

on the globe.

Start Thinking of a Website as an Online

Office.

 
There is a problem with most coaches and

hypnotherapists. They think they need to

be everywhere online, in order to get

steady clients. They setup a website. They

post on Facebook, on Instagram, on

Snapchat, on Twitter. Then they start a

blog. They they start a YouTube channel.

Then they start posting on TicTok. But this

is not necessary.

Because what happens is, that person

spreads themself too thin across all those

channels. They post content that is just

mediocre, at best. And they get too busy

with it all, so they never post consistently

on any one outlet. As a result, their efforts

blend in with all the other mediocre noise

out there on the internet. And then, sadly,

they never get their business profitable. I

know this firsthand from my own

experience.

But what if you focused on far less? What

if you setup a good website that resonated

with a select group of people who you

could specifically help. And then you could

forget about all the other stuff; i.e. social

media posts, blogs, podcasts, etc. Doesn’t

that sound better?



Well that is what this blueprint is

about. Helping you to focus on the

most important online business tools

that will make the most difference.

The business tools that will help you

get actual results.

And the most foundational tool is a

website. Do you have a website?

If not, learn to build one on your

own. Or hire someone to build a good

one for you. If you already have a

website, go review it as if you were a

potential client.

Does your site look professional?

Does it sound professional?

Here's a 
Simple Exercise: 
Do some research. Find 3 - 5

websites of successful

coaches/hypnotherapists. Sites

that you really like the look and

feel of. Then use those sites as

templates/models of how to

design and setup your site. Yours

will likely look more simple/basic

at first. But emulating more

successful sites will help you draw

in more clients from your ‘Online

Office’.



STEP TWO 

Here’s another big problem with most

coaches and hypnotherapists. They try to

help anyone and everyone. If a potential

client asked, ‘what sort of coaching do

you do?’ They would respond, ‘what do

you need help with? I coach on all areas of

life.’

 

HONE IN ON
A NICHE 



Then the person will likely see that as too

general. So they would keep searching

for someone who can specifically help

them with their exact problem.

The most successful and impactful

coaches and hypnotherapist have dialed

in on a niche. A niche type of person with

a specific problem they are struggling

with. And often this is a problem that the

coach/hypnotherapist has overcome

personally. So they already understand it

quite well.

For example, if you are a hypnotherapist,

what has hypnosis helped you to

overcome and get past?

Or if you are a coach, what has coaching

or personal development most helped

you to overcome and get past?

Not having a niche is a similar form of

spreading yourself too thin. You know

what they say, ‘Jack of all trades, master

of none.’ Instead, aim to master one

specific area of change.



Use the 1 - 1 - 1 Principle
* Determine 1 specific end result you can deliver. Or 1 specific

problem to help someone overcome.

* Determine 1 specific type of person who struggles most with that

problem. Or who will benefit most from overcoming that specific

problem.

* Determine 1 specific timeframe to delivery that result in.

 

Here's a 
Simple Exercise: 

Sit down with a blank sheet of

paper and brainstorm on what

your niche might be. What type of

person would you likely help?

What specific problem would you

likely help them solve?

What benefits would your clients

look forward to?

How long might it take to deliver

on those outcomes?

Examples: A hypnotherapist who helps pregnant women
overcome morning sickness in 4 weeks. A coach who helps

overworked employees find balance and purpose in 60 days.
A hypnotherapist who helps yo-yo dieters finally stick to a

healthy nutritional plan in 90 days.
A coach who helps teachers connect with their students on a

deeper level in just 6 weeks.
 



STEP THREE 

Related to the old business model I

mentioned, most

coaches/hypnotherapists only focus on

delivering their services directly to a

client. They only work one-on-one while

trading their time for money. Utilizing this

approach is not bad. But you should

expand on it and also use digital products.

 

CREATE
DIGITAL PRODUCTS 



It can be challenging to figure out how to

make a digital product. Here’s a tip, once

you discover your niche solution that you’ll

help solve, turn the process of solving that

solution into two digital products.

The Two Best Digital Products to Create

 
1. A Lead Magnet: a lead magnet is a free

item you give away in exchange for

someone joining your email list.

Make an outline of how you take clients

through the process of solving your niche

problem. Then, simply, repurpose that

outline into a lead magnet. Ex. A blueprint,

ebook, or checklist.

This will hopefully entice the person

enough to join your email list. And then in

the delivery of the lead magnet, you can

give them the general overview of your

process. The bullet points of how to get

the results they are after. Just give them

enough to learn a bit. But leave them

guessing and wanting more help from you.

2. An Online Course: Online courses have

become very popular. And are a great way

for online based entrepreneurs to make

passive & automatic income. All while

helping their ideal clients solve a major

problem.

Creating a full online course that delivers

on this, takes time and hard work. But if

you put in the work and dial it all in; then

the course will be completed and set to

deliver on auto-pilot.



One approach to creating a full online

course: Use your lead magnet

outline.

Let’s say your lead magnet is a ten

chapter ebook, where each chapter

outlines one of ten steps. Then for a

course, you can turn each chapter

into a module. 

And for each module, you can go into

specific detailed lessons about your

process. Ideally you should create ten

or more lessons for each module. In

the lessons for each module, you’ll

break down how to get the results for

that particular step or module. 

Make sense?

This way, you will be able to create

your course in mini, bite sized pieces.

Instead, of being overwhelmed with

how to create this huge online course

all at once.

For Course
Setup and
Delivery: 
I highly recommend using

thinkific.com. It is the best

platform I have found for

uploading and delivering an 

online course.

http://thinkific.com/


STEP FOUR 

As a coach/hypnotherapist, you need

programs to deliver to your clients.

Programs where you work with them 1-

on-1 or in groups to help them make

positive change. I’m sure you realize this

by now. But similar to what I’ve touched

on already, with programs, most people

keep things too general. Or they let the

client decide what exactly to work on. And

then they try to tailor a program around

that.

CREATE A
SIGNATURE
PROGRAM



But here’s the problem, if your client

needs help with a specific problem that

you don’t fully understand, how will you

truly help them solve that problem. Think

about it, if you get a client to sign up for 3

months of sessions with you. Or you might

call it, a 3 month program.

Let’s say they are looking for you to help

them get past stage fright so they can

become a better speaker. Both for their

day job and for their hobby of stand-up

comedy. But you have never struggled with

those sort of issues. So you don’t really

understand that problem. Or how to get

past it.

You can likely help them get some general

positive shifts by working with them weekly

for 3 months. But if instead, they worked

with a coach/hypnotherapist who

specializes in helping people get past that

specific problem they are dealing with. 

Guess what, then their likelihood of

achieving big results goes up

tremendously. Wouldn’t you agree?

So this ties right into honing in on a niche.

 If you hone in on solving a specific

problem for a specific type of person, you

are much more likely to create success for

your business. While connecting with an

audience of people who fully support you

and your business.



Use Your Digital Product as a Program Outline
Let’s say you create a specific lead magnet and/or online course, as

described in the previous section. Well, you could simply take the content
from those products and apply them to your program.

Maybe at the start of each of your sessions, you teach some of your
signature content before you dive into the full coaching or hypnotherapy.

Or maybe you assign your full course to go along with your signature
program.

For example, you have an 8 week signature program that goes along with
your 8 week online course. So you have your clients go through the weekly
course content before each weekly session. Then on the live sessions you

help them to specifically apply what they learned that week to their
individual lives. Either through specific hypnotherapy or specific coaching, or

both. How you design and deliver your program is up to you.
 

Your program will likely relate to a problem or

series of problems you have personally struggled

with. Problems that you have worked to get past.

And done so in a way that is unique to you. 

So if that unique process is something you can teach

others to replicate. Then that will likely become

your niche area of focus. Which you can expand

into your signature program. Make sense?

Bottom line is, Stop Trying to Throw

Together General Programs that Try and

Generally Help Any Random Person Who

Will Pay You.



STEP F IVE 

Have you ever signed up for a webinar or

free masterclass training?

Did it help you solve a problem you were

specifically trying to figure out? Did you

get some helpful information you needed

from the free training?

 

MASTERCLASS
MARKETING 



You portray yourself as an authority

who knows how to solve a niche

problem.

Potential clients will likely see you as

the best person to help them out.

You provide some valuable

information for free, but just enough

that they should want more from you.

At the end of the training, you can sell

your signature program or online

course.

Once you create all the components

for a masterclass/webinar setup, it is

then automated!  

Well when you make your own

masterclass/webinar, here are some of the

benefits:

Masterclass vs. Webinar

Masterclasses and Webinars are

essentially the same thing, just with a

couple small differences.

When you sign up for a free masterclass

training, you enter your email address and

then get to watch the training immediately.

But with a free webinar training, you enter

your email address, and then pick a

specific time for the training to start.

This is almost always pre-recorded and set

up to automatically start at the selected

time. Occasionally these are done live. But

not so much anymore. The webinar time

selection process works to give the illusion

that the training is live. But most people

are smart enough to see that these are

pre-recorded.



So for those reasons, I believe a masterclass setup is best. Just let the

potential client get right to the training. That way, they are more likely to

watch it. Which means they will be more likely to get to the offer at the end of

it and enroll in your program or buy your course.

Making a masterclass/webinar does require a number of steps to set it up and

get it automated. But thankfully it does not require you to be super tech savvy

or some kind of computer programmer. With the various programs and

software available now, this process has become more straight-forward and

easier than ever before.

Trainings like this used for marketing have been used for many years. So you

might think they are outdated or over-used. But the truth is, they are still

widely used online because they are very effective. Especially if you create one

through the right process. So I believe that masterclass trainings and webinars

will still be used by online entrepreneurs for many more years, and potentially

decades to come.

The Bottom line is... 
a free masterclass/webinar

training is one of the best tools for

a coach or hypnotherapist to help

grow their business, online.

Without one of these it will take

you much longer to get enough

consistent sales to reach 6-figures

per year.

http://business-builder-mastery.com/


STEP SIX 

What is a landing page?

A landing page is basically a one page

website. And it advertises something

specific. Often, either a lead magnet or a

masterclass/webinar.

 

SETUP 
LANDING PAGES 



Landing page for a 'lead magnet' example:
 

http://online-business-mastery.com/


Landing page for a 'free masterclass' example:

http://business-builder-mastery.com/


Highlights the benefits of the lead

magnet or free training.

Steers the potential clients focus

to only thinking about that free

training or tool.

Will make you and your business

look more professional in a

simple and straight-forward way.

Directs the potential client to a

specific call-to-action. Example,

enter your email for the free tool.

Why are landing pages 

necessary for success?

A Landing Page:

Once you have a lead magnet and/or

a free masterclass/webinar. Then you

want to setup a landing page for each

of those digital information products.

Landing pages are not required for an

online business. But without them,

you will miss out on a lot of potential

sign ups, sales and enrollments.

And the two best places for

creating landing pages are:

Leadpages.com and

Clickfunnels.com.



STEP SEVEN 

Growing an email list is a big part of

building an online business. Especially an

online based business that is profitable

and scaleable. Email lists have been used

for a long time now. Because similar to

masterclasses and webinars, they are very

effective at building a sustainable

business. So I imagine email lists will

continue to be used by entrepreneurs for

a very long time.

 

GROW AN
EMAIL LIST



How do you grow an email list?

Well as I touched on earlier, you can

simply link your lead magnet sign up to an

email autoresponder. Or link your

masterclass/webinar sign up to the same

type of email autoresponder.

What is an email autoresponder?

Simply put, it is software used to send

automated emails to people who sign up to

get your digital products.

By now, you have likely signed up for lots

of different email lists. Is that fair to say?

It takes a bit of time and effort to set one

up. But it is not that difficult. And once in

place, it is all automated. Which is so

awesome.

Here’s how it typically goes. Someone

signs up for a free lead magnet by giving

their email address out. Then they are

automatically emailed the free lead

magnet. 

And from there, they receive a variety of

different emails from the same

coach/hypnotherapist.



Allow me to share some personal advice about growing an email list:

I believe there is a problem with most coaches/hypnotherapists who have this type of

setup. They send too many emails, over too short of a time. 

Which causes many subscribers to unsubscribe because they get annoyed.

This has happened to me a ton of times. I joined an email list out of interest in their

lead magnet or masterclass. But over the course of just the first week, they send me 20

or more automated emails. That is over kill. Don’t you think?

 

What if you just sent one, two or maybe three emails per week? Chances are those

who subscribe will stay subscribed. Because then they will look forward to your emails.

They will be more likely to read them. And as a result, your subscriber retention rate

will increase. Does that make sense to you? How you do this is up to you. But I prefer

the less is more approach with an automated email set up.

 

These different emails are usually written to provide more value to the email

subscriber. Plus they often will have something else they are promoting

within the email. For example: an online course, a free call to get new

coaching clients, a hypnosis track for sale. etc.

You just have to write the emails beforehand. Then you plug them into the

specific email responder service you decide on. And as long as the email

chain is linked to your landing page properly; any new email subscriber will

get those emails from you. And they will get them for as long as you have

that particular chain of emails set to last. This saves you tons of time in the

long run. 

Here's a 
Simple Exercise: 
Look through some email lists you are

subscribed to. Take notes about which

emails resonate with you the most. How

they are written, delivered and designed.

Then, based off that, write out a sample

email of what could be used to send to

your future email list.



STEP E IGHT 

Let’s say you went through steps one

through seven. And now you have all that

in place. Where you have a nice online

business built, setup, automated and in

working order.

 

Great.

GET IN FRONT
OF YOUR

DREAM CLIENTS 



But the truth is, that still isn’t enough to

get regular consistent potential clients in

front of all your business content. In other

words, you likely still won’t have a 6-figure

business going after all that. Why not?

Well, mainly because of all the other noise

out there on the internet. There are tons

and tons of other small business owners

online trying to get clients, sales and

revenue. 

What is the main difference between the

ones who are struggling to get sales vs. the

ones who are doing well? The ones who

have been able to quit their day jobs &

reach $100,000 + have embraced the

power of paid ads. Paying for ads through

Facebook and/or YouTube.

Think of it in the traditional sense for a

moment. If you set up your business with

an office space you rented out. And you

set it all up with professional signage, nice

furniture and decor. 

So you then had a very welcoming,

professional office where you know you

can deliver your coaching/hypnotherapy

services to the best of your abilities.

The problem is, no one will actually know

about your office. No one will know about

your business. Except maybe a couple of

random people who drive by your office

and get curious.



So what do you do? You pay for advertising. You buy billboard ads

near your office. You pay for radio ads. You pay for television ads.

You pay for bus stop bench ads.

It is very similar now with the online business structure. You may get

a few people here and there who end up on your website. And once

in a while, one of those people might buy your online course or enroll

in your program.

But to regularly get in front of potential clients, you must invest in

paid advertising on Facebook and/or YouTube. I realize this might

sound scary or risky. But you know what is good about this?

With paid ads online, you can be very specific with who you target

your ads to. This allows you to get your ads in front of your target

niche audience like never before. Because the traditional ads that use

radio, tv, and billboards are forced to be general.

So consider that we are lucky to be living in these current times.

Because it is a fairly new thing to be able to pay for ads that can

target someone based on their interests or pursuits. 

Thankfully YouTube and social media make this possible. And if

you embrace the power of paid online ads, it can lead to more

success than you can likely even imagine right now.

But if you continue on your current path, you will likely stay

stuck, overwhelmed and indecisive about building your business.

And that will keep you stressed out and frustrated while keeping

you in a constant struggle to get ahead. You don’t want that do

you?

So what do you do? 

What should you do next? 

© 2022 JMM Enterprises | All Rights Reserved JeremyMarkMeyer.com
 

http://jeremymarkmeyer.com/


Well Now 
You have a Choice...

 

MY FREE MASTERCLASS
WILL TEACH YOU

EXACTLY HOW TO DO THAT! 

Either you can do nothing with this information. And

continue to be stuck and uncertain about your

business. And if you do that, time will tick by, month

after month, year after year. While nothing ever really

changes in your life or career.

 

Or you can learn exactly how

to apply these 8 steps to your business.

Which will then steer you toward earning over
$10,000 per month, having more freedom and

helping more people along the way.

http://business-builder-mastery.com/


How to Unlock
Your Authentic Self

PLUS THE MASTERCLASS REVEALS:

JOIN THE MASTERCLASS

This is an additional part of the masterclass that shows

you how to achieve "Internal Success" while you build

into external business success. This will allow you to

avoid the trap that many entrepreneurs experience.

Where they become successful in their business. But

they remain unhappy, unfulfilled and unsure of who they

really are. Instead, would you like to discover your

Authentic Self?! 

http://business-builder-mastery.com/

